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"Aave is an open
source and non-
custodial liquidity
protocol for
earning interest
on deposits and
borrowing assets"



Aave's revenue is growing
rapidly and experiencing

strong MoM growth.

$4.13M SEPT
UP 30.2% FROM AUGUST

Revenue generated
(Total Value Locked)



The Aave
Ecosystem
Reserve The Aave ecosystem reserve has

changed significantly MoM, this is
mainly a result of $Aave price
movements. The balance currently
stands at $604.3m.



TREASURY
BALANCE AND
CONTRACT
INFORMATION

Information above correct as at 10/14/2021. Current token price
in USD is the day closing price on the last day of August 
 



ETHEREUM RESERVE
BALANCE

Within this tab, we have presented the Ethereum
V1 V2 Reserve balance.

We have split the balance between the Ethereum
chain and the Polygon chain for transparency. This
balance includes 24 tokens totaling $15,575,694.
The reserve has grown from August's balance by
$2.8m, a 22% increase. We have chosen for
presentational purposes not to show all 24 tokens.
Instead, we have highlighted the top 5 balances
within the reserve and have summarised all token
holdings less than 1% within one line. For a full
breakdown of the balance, please refer to the
Dune dashboard prepared by the Llama team. 

https://dune.xyz/llama/Aave-Treasury-Finances-by-Llama


POLYGON RESERVE
BALANCE

We have presented above the Polygon Reserve
balance.

We have split the balance within the Ethereum
chain and the Polygon chain for transparency. This
balance includes 6 tokens totaling $5.2m. The
reserve has grown from August's balance by
$0.47m, a 10% increase. The treasury is well
diversified and over 50% of the reserve is held in
ERC-20 stablecoins. Llama has prepared a Dune
dashboard that specifically details the balances
over time, this has granularity to show the
balances over time per day. 

https://dune.xyz/llama/Aave-Treasury-Finances-by-Llama


KEY FINANCIAL
STATEMENTS

Ethereum

P/L Reserve

Polygon P/L

Reserve

Consolidated

token flow

statement



ETHEREUM RESERVE P/L

Note to the P/L statement:
We have split revenue into its appropriate categories within the Ethereum V1 and V2 reserve. It is worth noting that a number
of revenue items are V1 specific. Revenue is growing month on month and to date has grown from $138k at the start of the
financial year to in excess of $4,134k a 2896% increase within 9 months. 



POLYGON RESERVE P/L

Note to the P/L Statement:
The Aave Polygon reserve started in April 2021. It has not incurred any expenses to date and it continues to grow and
generate income for Aave. Revenue totals $710k at the end of September.



CONSOLIDATED TOKEN
FLOW STATEMENT

Note to the token flow statement:
Within this statement, Llama has
chosen for transparency to split out
the token flow statement by
ecosystem. We have shown the
following:
- Ecosystem reserve - solely Aave
tokens
- Ethereum V1 and V2 - this balance
includes a number of different ERC-
20 tokens, we have summarised all
transactions along with price
movement of all coins within the
reserve. This has been presented at
the USD closing price of the individual
token
- Polygon - also includes a number of
different tokens summarised in USD
value at the day close
There is a slight rounding difference
due to Dune (where Llama tracks the
financial data) showing the balances
as round figures this is however very
immaterial. 



DISCLAIMER

The data, statements and information presented in this report is for informational purposes only, and it does not constitute

financial or investment advice. Further, the financial statements presented have not undergone a comprehensive financial

statement audit from a third-party professional accounting firm. As such, there may exist errors or inaccuracies that

materially misstate the financial statements. We are not responsible for any financial losses or adverse outcomes that may

result from making investment decision based on the data presented herein. Further, by viewing this report you agree that

the statements in this report do not constitute a representation, warranty or guaranty regarding any matter, and you are not

relying thereon, but will conduct your own due diligence. You hereby release, waive and relinquish any and all claims, causes

of action and disputes against Aave, its contributors, and the creators of this document. THIS REPORT DOES NOT

CONSTITUTE ADVICE FOR ANY PURPOSE. The forward-looking statements in this report are subject to numerous

assumptions, risks and uncertainties which are subject to change over time. There are many risk factors, including those

relating to blockchain and cryptographic technology generally, as well as Aave specifically, that could cause actual results or

developments anticipated by us not to be realized or, even if substantially realized, to fail to achieve any or all of the benefits

that could be expected therefrom. We reserve the right to change the plans, expectations and intentions stated herein at any

time, and we undertake no obligation to update publicly or revise any forward-looking statement, whether as a result of new

information, future developments or otherwise. All information has been prepared using the Aave dune dashboard by Llama

ACCORDINGLY, WE RECOMMEND THAT YOU DO NOT RELY ON, AND DO NOT MAKE ANY FINANCIAL DECISION OR

INVESTMENT BASED ON, THE STATEMENTS CONTAINED IN THIS UPDATE.



Twitter - Llama Twitter account

Connect with Llama...

https://twitter.com/llamacommunity_

